love Straight Teeth

If you’re dreaming of straighter teeth then we have a range of
options available. Our dentists will look at your specific needs and
recommend a teeth straightening process we think is best for you.

Cosmetic Fixed Braces
We use our system called Love Straight Teeth
Fixed. This system incorporates a range of state of
the art products and can include using your natural
tooth colour to create brackets that are simply
glued to your teeth. The same natural coloured
wires and elastic bands blend in to complete the
system. This system dramatically reduces the
time it takes to straighten your smile. Most cases
completed in under 6 months.

Clear Aligners
We use our system called Love Straight Teeth
Clear. Clear Aligners are an almost invisible brace
made from an acrylic tray moulded specifically
to gradually move your teeth into the desired
position. They are worn all day and can even
be worn whilst drinking - you only need to take
them out whilst you eat. As the aligners are clear,
most people won’t even notice you have braces
on. Time taken varies and in most cases can be
completed in 6-9 months.

White Fillings
Cavities or gaps in your teeth can be filled with a
strong type of plastic we call composite. These
fillings replicate your natural tooth colour and are
a better looking alternative to silver or gold fillings.
One visit only to complete the treatment.
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Why our clients
coming to us...

love

“Thank you so much
for making me smile!
You’ve been amazing and
really helped me through
a difficult time. You went
the extra mile and you
didn’t have to.”
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We want you to
going to the dentist

Crowns

Crowns are covers for your teeth. They improve the
strength and appearance of the tooth. Each crown
is created in the laboratory over 1 week.
Two appointments are required to complete the
treatment. Modern Crowns look very realistic, just
like a real tooth and are a great alternative to an
original cracked tooth or unsightly older crowns

Veneers
Veneers are either porcelain or composite covers
used to change the colour or alter the shape of
your teeth to give you the best possible smile.
Mostly veneers can be bonded directly to your
teeth. In some instances your tooth surface may
need to be abraised to provide a more effective
bond. Composite veneers can be made directly
whilst you are in the chair. Porcelain veneers
require approximately 1 week, impressions are
taken and sent to the laboratory. We provide you
with a temporary veneer in this case.
Please contact us for a free consultation.
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Our Mission
We want to help our patients
enjoy optimum levels of oral
health by offering them a
wide range of competitively
priced dental treatments, all
backed by the very best in
service and care.
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